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AN ALTERNATIVE LATTICE FOR THE SPALLATION NEUTRON

Abstract

SOURCE ACCUMULATOR RING*

C. J. Gardnert, Y. Y Lee, N. Tsoupas, J. Wei, BNL, Upton, NY 11973, USA

As a key component of the Spsllation Neutron Source
(SNS) Proje@ the Accumulator Ring wiIl collect the pro-
ton beam fkornthe SNS LINAC at an intensity of 2 x 1014
per pulse at 60 Hz for a total power of 2 MW, exceeding
present performance value of existing facilities. Require-
ments of minimum beam loss for hands-on maintenance
and flexibility for future upgrade are essential for the lattice
design. In this paper, we study an alternative lattice em-
phasizing various injeetion schemes and flexibility for fu-
ture upgrade. Working poin% sextupole families for chro-
maticity contro~ and alternate extraction schemes are also
considered.

1 THE NOMINAL LATTICE

The nominal lattice f1, 2] for the SNS Amumdator Ring
consists of four superperiods, each containing a 90° arc and
along straight seetion. The arc consists of four identieal 8-
meter-long K)DO cells, each cell containing two 11.25°
bends and having a horizontal betatron phase advance of
7r/2. The arc therefore has unit transfer matrix in the hori-
zontal plane, ensuring zero dispersion in the long straights.
Two identicat 11.586-meter-long FODO cells form each of
the four long straights which house injectiom colliiatiom
rf cavities, and extmetion systeq respectively. The hori-
zontal and veatical tunes of the nominal lattice wem origi-
nallytakentobe QH = 5.82 and Qv = 5.80 with a ver-
tical phase advance of 27r in each arc. However, in order
to minimize transverse coupling, a “split-tune” option with
QH = 5.82 and QV = 4.80 has been considered. Here the
vetical tune is lowered one unit by reducing the vertieal
phase advanceineacham to 31r/2 (67.5° per cell). Thisop-
tion has the added advantage that it reduces the &a=//3m~n
ratio (from 13.6 to 7.3). The lattice functions for the split-
tune case are shown in Fig. 1 where the plot runs from the
center of one arc to the center of the next. The drift re-
gions of the long straights in the nominal Mtiqe are 5.293
m long (with 03 m quadruples). These can accommodate
the necessary injectiou collimation rf, and extraction ele-
ments. Fig. 2 shows the nominal charge-exchange injection
scheme [3, 2]. Here the three bends produce a fixed injec-
tion bump which allows the chopped H– beam from the
Lmc to be injected through a stripping foil in the central 3
kG bend. The 8 t%stkickers (shown in green) allow forhor-
izontal and vertieal transverse painting as some 1225 turns
are accumulated.
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Figure 1: Split-tune FX3D0lattice.
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Figure 2 Foil injection in nominal FODO lattice.

2 DOUBLET/FODO HYBRID LATTICE

One of the key issues of the ring design is flexibility fort%-
ture upgrade. Of particular interest is the ability to accom-
modate H– injection with laser-undulator stripping [4, 5]
should this become a viable option in the future. Whh this
in min~ we have been studying the benefit of an alterna-
tive Iattic% the so-called hybrid lattice, which has the same
FODO ares as the nominal lattice but has a doublet struc-
tme in the straights. The beta functions and dispersion for
such a lattice are plotted in Fig. 3. Here the tunes are split
(QH= 5.82, Qv = 4.80) andtheverticalphase advance in
the arcs has been reduced to 55.8° per ceil to minimhe the
beta function mismatch between the Doublet and FODO
ceils; the circumference is the same as that of the nominal
lattice. The strength of the doublet quadruples is approx-
imately three times that of the FODO quadruples in the
nominal lattice straights. Comparing with Fig. 1 we see
that the maximum beta is only slightly larger (21 versus
19.4 m). The doublet structure opns up 9.086 m drifts on
either side of the central triplet. (The qusdrupoles are 0.5
m long and the spacing within the doublets and triplet k
0.5 m.) If need be, these can be made longer while keep-
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Figure 3: Chromatic tunability with 4-family sextuples.

30% (Fig. 2).

2.2 Chmmutic Tunability
With four families of sextupol~ desked chromatic tune
variation can be achieved across the entire range of beam
momenta. Without tmhancing the nonhnear chromaticity,
the linear chromaticity can be either reduced or enhanced
for tune spread and DA optimization and for possible insta-
bility darnping (Fig. 3).

2.3 Magnetic Errors and Misalignments
Field errors in both dipoles and quadruples (Tab. 2) are
designed to be at 10-4 level within a 92% (7.6 cm) of ra-
dius to iron pole tip. Dipole ends are optimized to provide
sector magnet function to 10-4 accuracy. Quadruple ends
are optimized to reduce the integrated& error. With such
field quality, the magnet error impact is small. Magnet mis-
alignment (Tab. 3) can cause significant closed orbit offset
and coupling requiring derJgned corrections [6].

Tab. 4 indicates that the leading sources of loss are ex-
pected to be incoming LINAC halo, LINAC gap residual,
injection loss, and foil scattering. Foil loss is doubled in
the anti-correlated painting scheme. At an off-normal con-
dition of doubled LINAC emittance, the loss will again be
doubled due to increasing foil hits.
Table 2: Expected magnetic errors of ring quadruples
based on AGS Booster magnet measurement data and end
optimization. Normalized to 10-4 of the main field at the
reference radius (&.J) of 7.6 cm. (n = 2 is quadruple).

n Normal Skew
(bn) u(bn) (an) a(an)

Body [unit]
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
14
End
6

-2.46
- -0.76
- -0.63

0.20 0.0
0.02

-0.63
0.17

0.70 0.0
-1.41 0.0
[unit-m]
0.25 -

-2.5
-2.0
1.29
1.45
0.25
0.31

-0.11
1.04
0.26

(Length=O.15m)

Table 3: Expected alignment errors of ring magnets.

Item Value
Integral Transfer Function variation (mm) 10-4
Ring dipole sagitta deviation 3 cm
Magnetic center position (rms) 0.1 mm
Magnet longitudinal position (rms) 0.5 mm
Meart field roll angle (rms) 0.2 mr
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Figure 4: Correlated and anti-correlated painting of the
transverse phase space (physical space shown).

3 BEAM CORE MANIPULATION
3.1 Injection Painting and RF Gymnastics
Thebeamphasespacedistributionis manipulated[7J dur-
ing 11- injection both to achieve desii beam distribution
at the target and to maintain the space charge tune shift at
a moderate level (-0.2). The beam is injected at a loca-
tion of near-zero dispersion to avoid complications caused
by transverse-longitudinal coupling. In the longitudinal
directiom the frequency of the pre-injection transfer line
RF system is modulated to broaden the beam momentum
spread without enhaucing the momentum tail. In the trans-
verse directiom both correlated and anti-comelated painting
schemes @lg. 4) can be accommodated to optimize opera-
tion. The anti-correlated scheme minimim the impact of
transverse coupling produced by misalignment and space
charge forces, while the correlated scheme reduces halo de-
velopment by gradually painting to larger action.

Tiible 4 SNS ring lcmsbudget at 2 MW power assuming
400pg/cm2 foil density with the anti-correlated painting.

Mechanism Controlled loss Uncontrol. loss
LINAC incoming halo 10-4
LINAC gap residual 10-5

Injection 10ss
missing foil 0.12
foil elastic scattering
foil inelastic scattering
Ho production
ionization energy 10ss
beam hitting septum

Ring collimator
Fault condition
1 kicker missing

LINAC off-normal:
doubled emittance

5.2x-5
3.7x 10-5

0.02-0.11 2-11 x 10-8
5x 10-6

<10-3
w 10-3

<0.1

0.03-0.11 2.1X1O-4
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Figure 5: Benchmarking of SIMPSONS simtdation.

3.2 Space Charge Simulation
Filesprepsredby TEAPtX [8, 9] containing magnetic field
eaTor&misalignments, and corrections are used for SIMP-
SONS [4] space charge simulation (Fig. 5).

4 BEAM HALO CONSIDERATION
Incoming beam halo from the LINAC is collimated trans-
versely at the Iirst two FODO cells of the transfer lii
(HEBT) using movable foil stripping and cdlhnatorldump
combhation, and longitudinally at the maximum disper-
sion location of the 90° achromat bend in the HEBT.

4.1 Two-Stage Ring Collimation
Ring collimation employs two-stage system located in a
shielded non-dispersive straight section. The movable pri-
mary collimator (Rg. 6) can be used both to intercept in-
coming halo and for beam diagnosis. Three secondary col-
limators located around 220 mnm.mr accqtance at phSSCS
(41, 42, 43) Atinti from efficiencyoptimizationand
latticeconstraints,aredesigned to catch smttemd particles.

4.2 Surface Grazing
The Collimators consists of layers of steel, berated water,
etc to contain charged and uncharged seeondary particles
[10, 11]. Cost@ saw-toothed surface is studied to min-
imize secondary electron emissim as emdirmed in a re-
cent experiment at the Tandem [12]. Surface pmpamtion
together with two-stage collimation +s0 minitnim beam
loss caused by grazing wattering (Thb. 5).
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Figure 6 Schematic layout of SNS ring beam gap cleaning
and collimation devices. The collimators are housed and
shielded in a single straight section.

Table 5: Monte-Carlo simulation of proton grazing show-
ing probability of esca~ medkm escape angle, medkm en-
ergy 10ss and correlation coefficient of scattered proton as
fimctions of incident angle.

Amzle Prob. of Med. est. Med. energy Corn
[nij escape angle [mr] 1033~e~- coeff.
0.1 o.% 0.3 0.05 0.9
1 0.84 3.2 4.4 0.9
5 0.67 12 60 0.8
10 0.54 20 153 0.8
15 0.45 28 239 0.7
20 0.37 35 314 0.7
25 0.30 41 369 0.7

4.3 Beam Gap Cleaning
Chopper inefficiency, foil ionization etc. can produce
residurd beam between subsequent micro bunches resulting
in uncontrolled loss at extraction. A gap cleaning kicker is
designed to be located at a straight section with a vertical
betatron phase 90° (modulus integer) from that of the pri-
mary dhmator, where beam loss is measured with a fast
gated loss monitor [13]. The hardware is similar to that of
the RHIC Damperfhne Monitor SystertL which uses com-
mercially available MOSFET banks to supply 5 kV, 120 A
10 ns rise and fall time pulses to a transmission line kicker.
Burst mode frequency is greater than 1 MI+L permitting
turn-by-turn kicking. With 5 meters of kicker leng@ the
gap can be CklIlt2d in about 25 turns.

4.4 Impedance, Instability, e-p Issues
We have compiled an impedance budget and started mea-
surement to benchmark impedance model. Based on the
budg% instability growth rate is monitored to guide the
design. Experimentally, we are studying a newly observed
e-p like instability in AGS Booster to understand the mech-
anism [14, 15].

We thank G. Rees for many enlightening discussio~ S.
Machi@ R. T- for codes assistance, and many oth-
ers including J. Akssi, J. ~amm A. Jaaom A. Luccio,
R MaceiL T. ~O#lt& T. Sem A. Soukasy S. Twikiany
I? Thieberger, J. ~OZZOIO, J.G. Wang, C. Warsop, R.
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